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Core Material
high density Drop Stitch.

Core Material
high density Drop Stitch

reinforCed PVC
ultra-resistant laminated PVC layer.

eVa Pad
4mm thick croco-skin 
EVA pad, combined 
with Kick pad at the 
tail layer.

SeCond PVC layer
board surrounded by a se-
cond laminated PVC layer. 

reinforCed PVC
Second PVC layer glued on the 

single layer core material  

GuPPy
275 x 76 x 12 cm
9’ / 30’’ / 4’75’’

Sar
305 x 81 x 15 cm

10’ / 32’’ / 6’’

eSPadon
335 x 81 x 15 cm

11’ / 32’’ / 6’’

Marlin
365 x 81 x 15 cm

11’ / 32’’ / 6’’

Thousands of polyester fibres are held between the SUP’s two outer layers of reinforced 
PVC.
When inflated under high pressure (15 Psi), these filaments tighten and make the board 
stiffer; that’s the secret of Drop Stitch technology.
Wattsup puts particular focus on the density of the filaments used in its boards. Thanks 
to this new Drop Stitch construction, inflatable SUP boards have become both lighter and 
stiffer.

Top-of-the-range Drop Stitch technology, tougher and more durable. A second layer of 
reinforced PVC covers the basic Drop Stitch construction. When inflated under high pres-
sure (15 Psi), these SUP boards guarantee outstanding stiffness and maintain their original 
shape in all conditions.

This technology is suitable for longer boards to provide more rigidity and durability and 
avoid any twisting or bending.

technology

Product RAngE

DRoP StitCh
Super Stiff & light

double layer DRoP StitCh
Stiffer & More Durable

reinforCed PVC
ultra-resistant laminated PVC layer 

SeCond PVC layer
board surrounded by a 
second laminated PVC layer 

eVa Pad
4mm thick croco-skin EVA pad, 
combined with Kick pad at the tail 
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Sword
381 x 76 x 15 cm
12’6’’ / 30’’ / 6’’

delPhino
320 x 81 x 15 cm
10’6’’ / 32’’ / 6’’

orka
487 x 151 x 20 cm

16’ / 60’’ / 8’’

included ACCESSoRiES
wattsup offers you a complete good deal. together with the boards, all of our all-round package

are delivered with the following accessories

professional isUp backpack
Wattsup backpack has been specially designed 
for adventurers. This compact bag – 95 x 40 
x 25cm – had padded handles and extra-
compartments to ease your travels. This is 
the perfect companion to storage all your SUP 
package and even more: deflated iSUP board, 
pump, 3 sections paddle and optional leash, 

swimsuit, towel or even folded dry bag.

3-piece paddle
3 Sections adjustable paddle: durable and qua-
litative thanks to its extra-thick aluminum, this 
paddle can be dismantled into 3 pieces and ea-
sily storage in Wattsup backpack. Adjustable from 
165 to 215cm with graduations, this paddle floats 
and beneficiate from professional SUP blade with 

efficient angle.

HigH pressUre pUmp
SUP pump with ergonomic handle for easy 
pumping. The pump features a gauge so that 
you can keep an eye on the pressure in psi or 

bar as you pump.
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inCluded aCCeSSorieS

SPeCifiCationS

length 9’ / 275 cm

width 30’’ / 76 cm

thickness 4’75’’ / 12 cm

Volume 175 L

max Playload 80 kg

weight board 7.2 kg

technology Drop Stitch

All Around boArd for light pAddlers
the guppy 9’ (275cm) features an all around shape that will guarantee 

maneuverability and stability for beginners and lighter paddlers. 

lighter paddlers - up to 80 kg - and children can enjoy this new 

board with a unique 12 cm thickness. Wattsup ends with the 10cm 

thickness entry level boards to offer a stiffer more durable and stable 

iSUP.
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Beginner

Intermediate

Advanded

ride

ManeuVerability

waVeS

SPeed

Stability

UniqUe croco-skin eVa pad
High-end anti-slippery EVA pad. 
Conceived to enhanced barefoot 
paddling experience

optional kayak seat
4 D-Rings to click a kayak 

seat on to enjoy seating 
paddling comfortably

front elastic bUngee
for storage 

Handy for storing your personal 
belongings at the front of the 

SUP board

tail Handle
For better tracking and 
easy moving in water

padded central Handle
Comfortable central handle to ease 
the launch of the board

kick pad tail
Thicker pad at the back, giving 
you better leverage and more 

maneuverability

remoVable center fin 
tHrUster set Up
Single fin system is the perfect 
configuration to offer a versatile 
glide

length : 9’ - 275 cm thickness : 4’75’’ - 12 cmwidth : 30’’ - 76 cm

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

The ideal balance for light paddlers and wave 

riding. 12 cm-thick SUPs offer good stiffness 

while remaining easy to handle and reducing 

wind drag

The most common length. This creates enough 

surface area to offer good stability while 

keeping the board on low volume to ease 

maneuverability

Suitable for light paddlers, Wattsup developped 

the Guppy in 9’/275cm. It’s low volume and 

shorten nose offers you a unique light and 

easy-to-turn boards
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inCluded aCCeSSorieS

SPeCifiCationS

length 10’ / 305cm

width 32’’ / 81cm

thickness 6’’ / 15cm

Volume 281 L

max Playload 125 kg

weight board 8.2 kg

technology Drop Stitch

unique combinAtion of stAbility, 
stiffness & design
Wattsup Sar takes SUP one step further. longer than its current 
competitors (10’/305cm), this new all-water board is a new sensation 
on the iSUP world thanks to its generous volumes. Wider (32’’/81cm) 

and thicker (6’’/15cm), Sar is a versatile board, stiffer and extremely 
stable.
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optional kayak seat
4 D-Rings to click a kayak 

seat on to enjoy seating 
paddling comfortably

front elastic bUngee
for storage 

Handy for storing your personal 
belongings at the front of the 

SUP board

tail Handle
For better tracking and 
easy moving in water

UniqUe croco-skin eVa pad
High-end anti-slippery EVA pad. 
Conceived to enhanced barefoot 
paddling experience

padded central Handle
Comfortable central handle to ease 
the launch of the board

kick pad tail
Thicker pad at the back, giving 
you better leverage and more 

maneuverability

remoVable center fin 
tHrUster set Up
Single fin system is the perfect 
configuration to offer a versatile 
glide

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

thickness : 6’’ / 15cmwidth : 32’’ / 81cmlength : 10’ / 305cm

These 15 cm of thickness increase the board’s 

stiffness and give the paddler more stability. 

15 cm-thick SUPs are Wattsup’s high end 

standard for all our >10’’ boards

This larger width makes the board more stable. 

There’s more space for the rider for greater 

comfort during long-distance paddling

This length gives you enough volume for 

touring while keeping the board easy to handle. 

It makes the board wonderfully versatile: great 

for touring, it also performs beautifully in 

waves.

ride

ManeuVerability

waVeS

SPeed

Stability

beginner

intermediate

advanded
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inCluded aCCeSSorieS

SPeCifiCationS

length 11’ / 335cm 

width 32’’ / 81cm

thickness 6’’ / 15cm

Volume 304 L

max Playload 145 kg

weight board 9.1 kg

technology Drop Stitch

the most versAtile
And insperAtionAl boArd
the Espadon is the perfect board for paddlers looking for an all-in-one 

board. With its rounded rails and sharper nose, this iSUP gives you 

great response whether you are touring or wave riding. its generous 

volume offers extra-stiffness to the boards and also ensure enhanced 

stability for heavy paddlers - up to 145 kg!
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These 15 cm of thickness increase the board’s 

stiffness and give the paddler more stability. 

15 cm-thick SUPs are Wattsup’s high end 

standard for all our >10’ boards

This larger width makes the board more stable. 

There’s more space for the rider for greater 

comfort during long-distance paddling

This length gives you a large surface area 

in contact with the water. This board glides 

beautifully and rapidly picks up speed while 

keeping great maneuvrability in waves

thickness : 6’’ / 15cmwidth : 32’’ / 81cmlength : 11’ / 335cm 

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

optional kayak seat
4 D-Rings to click a kayak 

seat on to enjoy seating 
paddling comfortably

front elastic bUngee
for storage 

Handy for storing your personal 
belongings at the front of the 

SUP board

tail Handle
For better tracking and 
easy moving in water

UniqUe croco-skin eVa pad
High-end anti-slippery EVA pad. 
Conceived to enhanced barefoot 
paddling experience

padded central Handle
Comfortable central handle to ease 
the launch of the board

kick pad tail
Thicker pad at the back, giving 
you better leverage and more 

maneuverability

remoVable center fin 
tHrUster set Up
Single fin system is the perfect 
configuration to offer a versatile 
glide

intermediate

advanded

beginnerride

ManeuVerability

waVeS

SPeed

Stability
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inCluded aCCeSSorieS

SPeCifiCationS

length 12’ / 365cm

width 32’’ / 81cm

thickness 6’’ / 15cm  

Volume 349 L

max Playload 160 kg

weight board 9.9 kg

technology Drop Stitch

enhAnced isup : extrA-stAbility, 
extrA-speed & extrA-loAd
Extra-volume transforms to Marlin into a stable water-platform, 

suitable for heavier riders; up to 160kg. its sharp nose and extra-

length (12’/365cm) provide a unique glide and more speed. 6’/15cm 

thickness and 32’’/81cm width will enhance the stability of the boards 

to ensure you dry sea trips.
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Beginner

length : 12’ / 365cm

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

thickness : 6’’ / 15cmwidth : 32’’ / 81cm

Extra length will increase the volume of the 

board and the surface area in contact with the 

water. Both criteria will offer a stable and speed 

board, suitable for lightweight but also heavier 

paddlers

This larger width makes the board more stable. 

There’s more space for the rider for greater 

comfort during long-distance paddling

These 15 cm of thickness increase the board’s 

stiffness and give the paddler more stability. 

15 cm-thick SUPs are Wattsup’s high end 

standard for all our >10’ boards

optional kayak seat
4 D-Rings to click a kayak 

seat on to enjoy seating 
paddling comfortably

front elastic bUngee
for storage 

Handy for storing your personal 
belongings at the front of the 

SUP board

tail Handle
For better tracking and 
easy moving in water

UniqUe croco-skin eVa pad
High-end anti-slippery EVA pad. 
Conceived to enhanced barefoot 
paddling experience

padded central Handle
Comfortable central handle to ease 
the launch of the board

kick pad tail
Thicker pad at the back, giving 
you better leverage and more 

maneuverability

remoVable center fin 
tHrUster set Up
Single fin system is the perfect 
configuration to offer a versatile 
glide

intermediate

advanded

ride

ManeuVerability

waVeS

SPeed

Stability
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inCluded aCCeSSorieS

SPeCifiCationS

length 12’6’’ / 381cm 

width 30’’ / 76cm

thickness 6’’ / 15cm  

Volume 340 L

max Playload 160 kg 

weight board 12.9 kg 

technology Double layer Drop Stitch

ultimAte chAmpion! speed, rAce
And cruising
the Sword is designed for speed, touring and performance. this 

racing board guarantees a fast glide while ensuring anyone could 

enjoy it. Wattsup did not take the race challenge too far and developed 

a performing board while keeping it accessible and pleasant.
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Beginner

padded central Handle
Comfortable central handle to ease 
the launch of the board

remoVable center fin 
tHrUster set Up
Single fin system is the perfect 
configuration to offer a versatile 
glide SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

These 15 cm of thickness increase the board’s 

stiffness and give the paddler more stability. 

15 cm-thick SUPs are Wattsup’s high end 

standard for all our >10’ boards.

Best performance to comfort ratio. This 

standard length combined with a racing shape 

gives the paddler good stability while retaining 

the board’s responsiveness and speed.

The racing Stand Up Paddle board. This XXL 

length combined with a pointed shape allows 

the board to «pierce» through the water, 

effortlessly picking up speed.

thickness : 6’ / 15cm  width : 30’’ / 76cmlength : 12’6 / 381cm 

intermediate

advanded

ride

ManeuVerability

waVeS

SPeed

Stability

tail Handle
For better tracking and 
easy moving in water

UniqUe croco-skin eVa pad
High-end anti-slippery EVA pad. 
Conceived to enhanced barefoot 
paddling experience

kick pad tail
Thicker pad at the back, giving 
you better leverage and more 

maneuverability

optional kayak seat
4 D-Rings to click a kayak 

seat on to enjoy seating 
paddling comfortably

front elastic bUngee
for storage 

Handy for storing your personal 
belongings at the front of the 

SUP board
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inCluded aCCeSSorieS

SPeCifiCationS

length 10’6’’ / 320 cm

width 32’’ / 81 cm

thickness 6’’ / 15 cm  

Volume 265 L

max Playload 115 kg

weight board 10.5 kg

technology Drop Stitch + Sails rig base

unique Windsup pAck
not only does Delfino present the specs of the most versatile iSUP: 

10’6’’ x 32’’ x 6’’, but it also provide a unique option: sails rig base 

for windsurfing. Delivered together with a dismontable 3m2 rig and 

4 ultra-comfort footstraps, Delfino is a complete pack to fully enjoy 

paddling and also getting initiated to Windsurfing.  
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front elastic bUngee
for storage 
Handy for storing your personal 
belongings at the front of the 
SUP board

kick pad tail
Thicker pad at the back, giving 
you better leverage and more 
maneuverability

length : 10’6’’ / 320cm

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

thickness : 6’’ / 15cm  width : 32’’ / 81cm

The ideal length for touring. The large surface 

area in contact with the water gives the board 

a smooth and satisfying glide, so that you can 

really enjoy building up your endurance.

This larger width makes the board more 

stable. There’s more space for the rider for 

greater comfort during long-distance paddling.

These 15 cm of thickness increase the 

board’s stiffness and give the paddler more 

stability. 15 cm-thick SUPs are Wattsup’s high 

end standard for all our >10’ boards.

ride

ManeuVerability

waVeS

SPeed

Stability

beginner

intermediate

advanded

dagger fin + 
central fin
Add the 11’ Windsurfing 
dagger fin to enjoy a 
better tracking and 
easy maneuverability . 
Central removable iSUP 
fin will offer you great 
performance during your 
cruise

4x foot Holders
Despite the wind’s direction or if you 
are right or left-hander, the four foot 
holders placed on the boards will 
provide you the best set up 

optional kayak seat
4 D-Rings to click a kayak 

seat on to enjoy seating 
paddling comfortably

3m2 dismontable sail
Easy to set up, this included sail is 

made of fiberglass tubes and fabric. 
Like the SUP, this new rig is easy to 

storage.
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Length 16’ / 487 cm

wiDth 60” / 151cm 

thickneSS 8’’ / 20cm

Max pLayLoaD 700 kg

technoLogy Drop Stitch

Families, friends and rental clubs will all be amazed by this giant 

SUP board. Built up with XXl features, this megaboard can load up 

to 8 people for memorable SUP experiences. Extra-features, such as 

handles placed all over the board or D-rings to hold 4 kayak seats, will 

takes the multi-person SUP experience to the next level 

people ride
= unique fun experience8
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Unique thickness to ensure rigidity of the board 

and enhanced the loading capacity to 700kg

XXL length to allow two persons paddling 

together and place two kayak seats side by 

side

Extra-long board to load up to provide good 

glide and also enough space for 8 people 

length : 16’ / 487 cm

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

SAR

Espadon

Marlin

Sword

Delphino

Orka

Guppy

thickness : 8’’ / 20cmwidth : 60” / 151cm 

Up to8 ri
de

rS
or

4 ka
ya

k
Se

at

xxl eVa pad 
Comfortable shoes-less capet 
covering up to 60% of the board’s 
deck. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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MoDeL adjustable between 170 to 215 cm

nuMber of pieceS 3

weight 605g

hanDLe 100% carbon-fibre

Shaft 100% carbon-fibre

bLaDe 100% carbon

bLaDe DiMenSionS 43 x 20.5 cm

angLe 15°

MoDeL adjustable between 170 to 215 cm

nuMber of pieceS 3

weight 860g

hanDLe PVc

Shaft 100% carbon-fibre

bLaDe PVc with carbon-fibre finish

bLaDe DiMenSionS 44 x 22 cm

angLe 13°

100% Carbon fibre 
paddle
a unique blend of lightweight, performance and fun for 
unforgettable SUP sessions. Made entirely of 3k carbon, 
this paddle is highly responsive and will make you feel 
the difference at each stroke. Ultra-light – 600g – this 
3 sections paddle beneficiate also from Wattsup anti-
twist system, to compete with 1 piece built paddle.   

Antitwist system

Carbon Power Carbon Tech

Carbon fibre 
paddle
Wattsup has developed a unique affordable carbon 
paddle. Shaft and handle of the Carbon tech are 100% 
made with 3k Carbon-fibers, when blade is made of 
PVC, reinforced with Carbon tape. this blending offers 
a performing paddle while keeping it accessible for 
any paddler.  Similar as the Champion type, this paddle 
beneficiates from Wattsup anti-twist system to ensure 
high responsivity and performances.

3 3
PIECES PIECESADjUSTABLE ADjUSTABLE

170 to
215 cm

170 to
215 cm

605g
ultra
liGht

860g
ultra
liGht

15°
PRo RACE

AnGLE

13°
PRo RACE

AnGLE

Carbon 3K
technology

3 sections Paddle
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MateriaL 500d tarpaulin

avaiLabLe SizeS 20l / 40l / 60l / 90l

SpecificitieS carry handle strap

MateriaL transparent touch-sensitive PVc

waterproof up to 20cm

carry hanDLe lanyard and strap

Length coiled 2’/75cm - stretched out 10’/3m

DiaMeter 8mm

type of corD coiled ans swivelling

corD MateriaL urethane

ankLe Strap MateriaL ultra-comfortable neoprene

drybag 
Stand Up Paddle is a thrilling sport that’ll make you want to spend hours on the water. 
our Dry Bags are made of marine PVC (500D tarpaulin) to give you all the strength and 
durability you need. these waterproof bags come in four sizes, 20l, 40l, 60l and 90l, 

allowing you to keep your gear dry.

sportable
take your 
S m a r t p h o n e 
everywhere you 
go. the Sportable 
keeps it dry 
during your SUP 
sessions. Strap 
it to your arm or 
sling it around 
your neck. Don’t 
worry about 
wipe-outs: the 
Sportable floats 
thanks to its air 
pocket. in the 
Sportable, your 
smartphone’ll stay safe and sound wherever 
you may take it!

coiled leash

kayak seat 
the great thing about Stand Up Paddling is that it’s a lot of fun and 
it’s accessible to so many people. Skiffo pushes the awesomeness of 
this sport even further by giving paddlers a way to turn their SUP into 
a genuine kayak with a comfortable seat and foot braces that can be 
rigged up all the Skiffo boards.

Compatible with
all Wattsup models
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